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Program Description
  The ability to run faster and make quicker cuts can be improved. In fact, a player’s 
straight ahead speed and agility can be improved with minimal work by targeting the 
muscles and joints specifically involved in these actions.

 In this program, players will learn a variety of specialized strength and flexibility 
exercises that are specific to running and cutting. As a positive side effect, the jumping 
and kicking ability will also be improved since many of the muscles and joints involved 
are the same. 

This is a technical strength program. The exercises that the players will do are not 
intended to develop strength and muscle mass as typically thought of in a strength 
training program.  They are developing strength to better execute the skills involved in 
the sport.  It is skill-related strength, i.e., strength coupled with technique.  Also, the use 
of elastic tubing is much safer for youngsters than using dumbbells and barbells.  It is 
extremely difficult to overexert oneself with rubber tubing.  
 
Thus, these exercises are very safe (even for 10 year olds) and research has shown that 
strength training at this age can actually improve and enhance the youngsters' growth 
pattern.  There are no detrimental effects.  
 
Why are these exercises call specialized?

Dr Yessis talks about the criteria for specialized strength exercises. The exercises in this 
program are specialized because they fulfill on or more of the following criteria:

1. The exercise duplicates the exact movement pattern witnessed in the key joint 
actions involved in running and cutting.

2. The exercise involves the same type of muscular contraction as used in the actual 
skill

3. The exercise develops strength in the same range of motion as in competitive 
play.

This is also an individualized program. Individualized training is one of the components 
that all great soccer players add to their regular training. To achieve their fullest, players 
need to work on their own on specific areas of improvements and also to take extra care 
of their body (resting adequately and eating and hydrating well). 

There are not a definite number of sets and repetitions we can impose to players. They all 
are different and they need to fine tune those parameters. A good starting point perhaps 
could be to start doing this program twice a week. Each exercise could be done 1 time per 
work out (1 set) and start at 10 repetitions for example. Increase the repetitions and the 
resistance (color coded bands) when you feel it is necessary to keep progress. 
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In short, this is a program to increase speed and quickness in a much quicker way than 
just making players do additional running. With each exercise presented below, you will 
find the explanation of why these exercises are important for speed performance and 
agility improvement. Then, it is very important the how – the appropriate execution by 
players, which we explain step by step. Pictures have been added to aid the players in 
proper execution.  We feel it is important that parents get involved the first couple of 
weeks with their child to ensure the proper technique, which we will demonstrate.  There 
will also be an orientation session for the parents.

In the first session at our practice site, one of our strength training staff members will 
cover a portion of the exercises in detail. In later sessions, once players demonstrate they 
have mastered those exercises, we will show them another subset. (We will also 
incorporate little modules of coordination work when the season starts).  In this handout, 
you will have also a reference to a page number from Dr Yessis’ book “Women’s 
Soccer” for each exercise in case you want to follow up with further discussion, but this 
is not necessary as we detail each step of execution here. 

Enjoy!

Notes:

o Progress Sheets  

At the end of the program, I attach a good amount of progress sheets so the players can 
keep track of their work and show coaches if necessary.

o The book  

Women’s Soccer “Using Science to Improve Speed” by Dr Michael Yessis can be 
purchased at: dryessis.com. This book is not needed though to work this program.

o Bands (aka Active Cords or Rubber Tubing) Notes  

Rubber tubing equipment can be purchased via the internet at:  dryessis.com. You can 
order extra accessories from there as needed if you already have your bag.

Please Note:  Dr. Yessis offers REAL Boise a discount of 30% on club orders.  We pass 
these savings on to you the player.  Please see the order form at the back of this booklet 
for details.

Also alternatively, visit  performbetter.com for rubber tubing equipment
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 BEFORE STARTING:

1. Active Stretches  

Players should do active stretches before starting these exercises or before practice 
(never static stretches).  Our players are very familiar with this sequence of active 
stretches as we do it for warm-ups at practice and in our pre-game routine.  Their 
execution technique has improved greatly over the last season.  Information on 
benefits and execution of these stretches is in chapter 7 (page 133 -145) of Dr Yessis’ 
book.  New players not familiar yet with this routine should warm up actively (no 
static stretches!) 
 
According to Dr Yessis, “In static stretching, because you must voluntarily relax the 
muscles to eliminate the stretch reflex, the nervous system does not play a major 
role.  But in running and cutting, the stretch reflex is involved in all the major 
actions.  Running and cutting are neuro-muscular activities since they require 
constant firing of the nerves to activate the muscles to continually produce the leg 
and arm actions.  This is a very active process.  Thus, to truly prepare the muscles 
and joints for these activities, you should do some activity to bring about physical 
preparation of the muscles and joints involved.” “...Excessive static stretching may 
stretch the ligaments and other tissues to such a degree they no longer are elastic.” 
 
A good set of active stretches to be done is: 
 
· Wall Stretch (Ankle Flexion/Extension)  
· Squat Stretch (Leg Flexion/Extension)
· Lunges (Front and Side) (Hip Flexions) 
· Hamstrings Activations (Double Leg Hip Thrust) 
· Lower back stretches (Lying Leg Raises or Leg Swings) 
· Good Morning (Hip Extension) 
· Throw ins (Trunk and Shoulder joint flexion/extension) 
· Arm movement (Elbow and Shoulder joint flexion/extension) 
· Soft Neck movements 

2. Check List

a) Are you doing this program at a time where you are alert & energetic? Y / N
b) Are you warming-up (light jogging & active stretches) before doing the bands? Y / N
c) Are you doing one set of each exercise? Y / N
d) Are you increasing a couple of reps (up to 20), if needed, every other week? Y / N
e) Are you using different speeds of execution to accustom the muscles to changes in 
running speed and quickness of cutting movements? Y / N
f) When using bands, in the starting position, is there some tension on tubing? Y / N
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I. STRAIGHT AHEAD SPEED

Although this first block of 6 exercises mainly contributes to straight ahead speed, it 
also contributes to improving a player’s cutting ability.

1. FORWARD KNEE DRIVE  

• Goal (note to player and parent coach)  

We want to duplicate, using proper technique, the action of driving the thigh 
forward (not upwards) in the running stride and after executing a cut. A powerful 
forward knee drive is a high speed generator! This specialized strength exercise:

o Improves the technique and strength of the forward knee drive during 
the flight phase. 

o Is also helpful to improve the technique of the action of taking a first 
quick step.

Note: The flight phase starts when the support foot breaks with the ground (body is 
airborne) and it ends when support begins with the other foot. The ideal situation is 
to utilize the forces generated in the push-off phase to cover the optimal but not 
maximal distance.

• Summary  

This exercise is “Needed to duplicate the action of driving the thigh forward in the running  
stride and after executing a cut. It is also important when taking a quick first step.”

Follow up on page 85 of Yessis’ book as needed

• Execution  

1.1 Cord attached to stationary object about knee height              
1.2 Beginning: Shin remains parallel during the initial forward drive              
      Note: Some forward lean may be needed to get the leg back 
1.3. Player stands erect              
       (Uses stationary object to hold onto or put hand on assistant for stability)
1.4. Thigh is driven forward vigorously              
1.5. End: Thigh stops when it is approximately 45-degrees forward              
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Beginning Position

Incorrect beginning – No Tension on Tubing!
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Tube Tension
There should be some tension 
on the tubing in the starting 

position!
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Forward Knee Drive - Ending Position – thigh 45 degrees forward
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Head Position
Head should be in a natural 

running position.
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Real Boise CF 97-98 Girls
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2. KNEE EXTENSIONS  

• Goal (note to player and parent coach)  

We want to duplicate, using proper technique, the action of swinging the shin out 
during the flight phase when running and cutting. This specialized strength 
exercise:

o Prevents “sitting” during the landing phase (i.e. when full contact with 
ground takes place, muscles need to hold you upright instead of letting 
you sink). In other words, we are trying to avoid up and down motion, 
which expends energy and makes you less efficient in your run.

o Muscle trained: quadriceps femoris muscle group. Strengthening this 
muscle also helps prevents common knee problems.

Note: The landing sub-phase (part of the support phase) begins when foot makes 
contact with the ground and it ends when the ankle starts extending, which is the 
beginning of the push-off sub-phase.

• Summary  

This exercise “Strengthens the quadriceps muscle (this prevents common knee problems).  
Knee extensions also play a role in swinging the shin out when running and cutting.”

Follow up on page 79 of Yessis’ book as needed

• Execution  

2.1 Cord attached to stationary object at knee or below knee height                
2.2 Beginning: Bring thigh up to about 45-degrees angle with the shin folded          
2.3 Swing shin out until leg is straight (End)                
       (There may be slight natural movement of the thigh upward or downward as the leg is completely 
extended. This makes the exercise safer.)
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Beginning Position – Thigh at 45-degrees angle

Ending Position
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Head Position
Head should be in a natural 

running position.

Head Position
Head should be in a natural 

running position.
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3. STANDING LEG CURL  

• Goal (note to player and parent coach)  

“Increased hamstring muscle strength helps stabilize the knee and to prevent lower thigh  
hamstring injuries. It can also be used to correct excessive inward or outward rotation of the  
feet.”

Follow up on page 80 of Yessis’ book as needed.

• Execution  

3.1 Cord is attached to stationary object about knee height              
3.2 Beginning: Leg is raised straight about 45 degrees              
3.3 Hold thigh in place as you bend the knee to bring the shin under the thigh(End) 

             
       (There may be slight natural movement of the thigh upward or downward as the leg is folded. This 
makes the exercise safer.)
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Beginning Position                                          Ending Position
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4. PAWBACK (Leg Pulldown)  

• Goal (note to player and parent coach)  

During the flight phase, and in preparation for landing, when the front leg is fully 
straightened, it is desired that this leg is driven down and back (pawback action). 
We want to duplicate this action, using proper technique. This specialized strength 
exercise:

o Helps you achieve a stronger pawback action, which allows you to create 
more force when the leg about to land makes contact with the ground. 

o Muscles trained: hamstring and gluteus maximus

• Summary  

This exercise is “Needed to improve the thigh pullback action which occurs in preparation for  
touchdown in running and when taking a long second step.”

Follow up on page 86 of Yessis’ book as needed.

• Execution  

4.1 Beginning: Cord is about 45-degrees when player raises leg to a below parallel
      position              
4.2 Player stands erect              
4.3 Straighten the leg and pull down and back fairly vigorously              
4.4 End: Land on the whole foot or ball of foot under body or slightly to the rear 
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Pawback - Beginning Position

Pawback - Ending Position
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Leg Position
Keep exercise leg

straight.



5. TOE RAISES  

• Goal (note to player and parent coach)  

We want to duplicate, with proper technique, ankle dorsiflexion (raising the toe part 
of the foot) as the shin swings out during the flight phase in running and cutting. 
This specialized strength exercise: 

o Allows for greater speed of shin movement 

o Allows you to land more on the ball of the foot or mid-foot when you 
bring the leg down and back.

o Prevents shin splints

• Summary  

“The purpose here  is to duplicate the raising of the front part of the foot as occurs during the  
forward swing of the shin in running and cutting and to help prevent shin splints.”

Follow up on page 77 of Yessis’ book as needed

• Execution  

5.1 Cord is attached to the ball of the foot area and a stationary object.              
5.2 Beginning: Toes are pointed as far as possible away from player.              
5.3 Pull toe-ball area of the foot back toward the shin as far as possible.              
5.4 End: Hold for one or two seconds .              
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Toe Raises - Beginning Position

Toe Raises - Ending Position
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Strap Position
Attach strap to

Ball of foot area

Strap Position
Attach strap to

Ball of foot area



6. HEEL RAISES     

• Goal (note to player and parent coach)  

“Needed to strengthen the muscles involved in ankle joint extension – the key joint action in  
running and to a good extent in cutting”

Follow up on page 76 of Yessis’ book as needed

• Execution  

6.1 Beginning: Stand on a step or board on the balls of the feet so that heels are free to 
move.                                                                                                              
6.2 Keep the legs straight and lower the heels until player feels a stretch in the Achilles’ 
tendon.              
6.3 End: Rise up as high as possible and hold for one to two seconds.  Try different foot 
positions for increased benefits.                                                  

Beginning Position                          Ending Position
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Heels In

Toes In



For the following sections visit:

http://realsoccerclub.org/programs/speed-agility/

PART 2 (Core)

PART 3 (Foot Strengthening work)

PART 4 (Agility: Ankle Work)

PART 5 (Agility: Hip Rotation)

PART 6 (Agility: Hip Flexion)

PART 7 (Agility: Hip Abduction and Adduction)
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Real Nampa CF 1997-98 Boys – Us Club Regional in Seattle, 2012
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